Campus CMS Users Meeting
August 19, 2014

• Monthly Users’ Meeting was hosted on-line via ReadyTalk.
• A Webinar was made of the event and is now hosted on the LMS system for your convenience

New development releases:

• RSS Feed block
  o Can now embed a link in the title which turns the entire headline and its block into a clickable button
  o Display options now include a paragraph setting that outputs the story feed in amounts of 250, 500, and 1000 characters each
  o Inclusion of a new theme switcher for more built-in color choices for the header’s background color

• Merge page template demo
  o Showed a very early version of the next iteration of the CMS page template
  o It will merge the offerings of the Flex and Standard page into one offering
  o Smart navigation will be offered in the form of a block that can be attach just like other blocks
  o Will offer pre-configured page layouts to make consistent page layouts easier to achieve
  o Will include more configuration opens:
    ▪ More columns per row
    ▪ CSS on rows and columns

• Site assets
  o We’ll be re-organizing and expanding the Site assets available in each site
  o The New | Site assets menu will be broken into four categories of Blocks, Pages, Folders and Links, and Managers. The last is restricted and only visible to managers
  o Will still have access to the block offerings in the Content Library, but this will bring those options right into the sites for greater convenience

• Help Request Tips
  o Make your service requests more efficient by including the following information:
    ▪ The name of the site in the CMS where you experienced the problem
    ▪ An explanation of what you were doing or trying to accomplish when the problem occurred
    ▪ The text from any error messages you received
    ▪ Screen captures if you think some visual clues might help explain the problem
    ▪ The URL of the page(s) if the issue is only showing online

• Catalog block
  o Requesting input from users as to how they might want to list anything that isn’t “people”
- Will work on a similar structure as the people index pages and person pages and the indexing folder for custom categorization
- No delivery date available at this time